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We explore the feasibility of the measurement of charm-jet cross sections in charged-current deep-
inelastic scattering at the future Electron-Ion Collider. This channel provides clean sensitivity to the
strangeness content of the nucleon in the high-x region. We estimate charm-jet tagging performance10

with parametrized detector simulations. We show the expected sensitivity to various scenarios for
strange parton distribution functions. We argue that this measurement will be key to future QCD
global analyses, so it should inform EIC detector designs and luminosity requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [1] will herald a15

new era for the study of nucleon structure by producing
a unique data sample of deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)
measurements off protons, deuterium, and helium with
high polarization of both beams. The EIC will under-
take a comprehensive mapping of the nucleon’s multidi-20

mensional tomography, with the broad goal of unlocking
the proton’s partonic substructure. For collinear quanti-
ties such as the unpolarized and nucleon-helicity depen-
dent parton distribution functions (PDFs), f(x,Q) and
∆f(x,Q), this entails heightened precision for unraveling25

flavor and kinematical (i.e., x,Q) dependence.
The EIC will possess unprecedented capabilities to ad-

dress these issues, owing mainly to high luminosities (100–
1000 times the HERA instantaneous luminosity). More-
over, its coverage will extends to very high x— relative to30

HERA [2], reaching a factor of 10 higher x for a specified
Q2 — given EIC’s lower center-of-mass energy. As such,
the EIC will be well-disposed to exploring not only the
gluon-dominated region at lower x, but also the high-x
frontier.35

This access to high x will allow the EIC to resolve long-
standing questions regarding the precise balance of quark
flavors contributing to the proton’s valence-region struc-
ture. Disentangling high-x flavor dependence in PDFs
poses a challenge due to the rapid decline of even the va-40

lence quark distributions beyond x & 0.1 and the com-
paratively small normalization of the d-quark and sea
PDFs relative to the u-quark density. Extractions of the
d-type PDFs are further complicated by nuclear correc-
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tions needed for DIS off deuterium. From the perspec-45

tive of nonperturbative dynamics, the flavor decomposi-
tion of the proton (and of other light hadrons) carries
signatures of QCD’s patterns of symmetry breaking, in-
cluding dynamical chiral symmetry breaking and the low-
energy violation of flavor-SU(3) symmetry. This latter50

issue has stimulated considerable effort in separating nu-
cleon strangeness, s, s̄(x,Q), from the rest of the nucleon’s
light-quark sea, ū, d̄(x,Q). The strange PDF is often ex-
amined in terms of its fractional size relative to the total
SU(2) quark sea,1 Rs,55

Rs(x,Q) =
s(x,Q) + s̄(x,Q)

ū(x,Q) + d̄(x,Q)
. (1)

A primary source of information in contemporary deter-
minations of the strange PDF is supplied by fixed-target
neutrino DIS experiments involving heavy nuclear tar-
gets. The interpretation of data from these experiments
is complicated by a subtle interplay of effects arising from60

nuclear, target-mass, and other power-suppressed correc-
tions, as well as potential contamination from target frag-
mentation [3, 4]. These effects present a serious challenge
to rigorously quantifying the uncertainty of the subse-
quent PDF extraction.65

Sensitivity to the strange PDF can also be gained
with measurements of identified hadrons in the SIDIS ap-
proach [5]. This method has multiple associated chal-
lenges as well, including a strong dependence of the ex-
tracted PDF upon the associated fragmentation func-70

tion or hadronization model. This issue has prompted

1 For reference, other quantities used may be the fractional size rel-
ative to the d-quark sea rs(x,Q) = (s+ s̄)/(2d̄), or the integrated
momentum ratio κ(Q) = [

∫
x(s+ s̄)dx]/[

∫
x(ū+ d̄)dx].
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efforts to perform simultaneous determinations of PDFs
and fragmentation functions [6]. A feature of these studies
is the observation that the entanglement of the nonpertur-
bative PDF and fragmentation in a single measurement75

leads to strong correlations between them.
We note that dimuon measurements in neutrino DIS

experiments [7–11] typically prefer a low value of Rs in
Eq. (1), whereas kaon semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) mea-
surements prefer an even lower value [12, 13]. In con-80

trast, recent electroweak boson measurements at the LHC
prefer a value of Rs consistent with unity [14–16]. New
data are required to understand the apparent tension be-
tween these measurements. We discuss the preferences
of different contemporary data sets on the unpolarized85

strangeness in further detail in Sec. IVA.
In the spin-polarized sector, knowledge of the strange

helicity distribution — a quantity even less constrained
than the unpolarized strange PDF — is crucial to elu-
cidating the origin of the nucleon spin, which remains90

an unresolved problem [17]. In addition to fundamental
knowledge of nucleon structure, the strangeness content
could also illuminate the dynamics of core-collapse super-
nova explosions by constraining neutrino-nucleon elastic
cross sections [18]. Studies of strange helicity have re-95

lied on kaon measurements in SIDIS measurements from
HERMES [12] and COMPASS [13]. Like the correspond-
ing analyses in the unpolarized sector, these measure-
ments were prone to biases and ambiguities from the
needed input from fragmentation functions.100

As we shall demonstrate in this analysis, the availability
of channels in which the internal structure of the free pro-
ton is directly probed by electroweak currents at DIS col-
lider kinematics, the EIC has the potential to avoid many
of the complications described above. EIC measurements105

thus represent a unique opportunity to open a new era of
sensitivity to intrinsic strangeness in the proton, includ-
ing the strange helicity. In particular, an alternative way
to achieve flavor sensitivity without fragmentation func-
tions and nuclear corrections is charged-current (CC) DIS110

(Fig. 1).
Inclusive charged-current and neutral-current (NC)

DIS at HERA have been instrumental in proton struc-
ture studies [19]. Single jet production in inclusive CC
DIS was measured by the ZEUS collaboration [20, 21].115

Gehrman et al. described the ZEUS data with N3LO
calculations [22]; this work showed that the inclusion
of higher-order pQCD corrections stabilized scale varia-
tions to the (sub)percent-level. More recently, the ZEUS
collaboration published the first measurement of charm-120

tagged events in CC DIS [23]. While limited in precision,
the ZEUS work demonstrated that this channel is a clean
way to access the strange PDF. In addition, the charm
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Figure 1. Leading-order diagram for the production of final-
state charm in charged-current electron-proton DIS.

cross section in unpolarized and longitudinally polarized
DIS [24] is known at NLO accuracy and is a promising125

way to access the strange helicity while being free unen-
cumbered by many of the issues mentioned above for the
neutrino DIS and SIDIS approaches.

Previous feasibility studies of jet measurements at the
EIC focused on NC DIS [25–27] and photo-production [28,130

29]. The feasibility of inclusive CC DIS measurements
at the EIC has been studied by Aschenauer et al. [30].
Here, we specifically focus on charm-jet production in
CC DIS and its potential sensitivity to the strange quark
sea. This work also differs from recent work by Abdol-135

maleki et al [31], which emphasized the low-x region that
would be provided by the Large Hadron-Electron Collider
(LHeC) [32]. In contrast, we focus on the valence region,
which remains poorly constrained.

The remainder of this article is as follows: in Sec. II, we140

describe the details of the Pythia8 and Delphes simula-
tions upon which this analysis is based. Sec. III discusses
the specifics of the charm-jet tagging essential to identi-
fying final-state charm in our CC DIS simulations, while
Sec. IV describes the strange-sea PDF inputs we employ145

to test the event-level discriminating power of charm-jet
measurements. In Sec. V, we outline specific detector rec-
ommendations and requirements to optimize the sensitiv-
ity of CC DIS charm-jet production before concluding in
Sec. VI.150
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II. SIMULATION

We use Pythia8 [33] to generate 20 million CC DIS
events in unpolarized electron-proton collisions with beam
energies of 10 GeV and 275 GeV respectively, which is
the configuration that maximizes the luminosity in the155

nominal eRHIC design [34]. We do not include QED ra-
diative corrections, which are relevant in some kinematic
regions [30], as these do not drastically affect the focus
of our work: the projected precision for strangeness mea-
surements. Moreover, proper treatment of QED radia-160

tive corrections requires detailed simulations of detector
response that are outside the scope of this work.

In addition, higher-order QCD effects are an impor-
tant consideration for CC DIS charm production, which
receives corrections at NLO from boson-fusion channels165

unavailable at LO. Still, we expect these higher-order cor-
rections to not dramatically alter the kinematic proper-
ties used here for the reconstruction and sensitivity eval-
uations. The total t-channel CC DIS cross section for
Q2 > 100 GeV2 is reported by Pythia8 to be170

14.8 pb, which is similar to the NLO calculation in
Ref. [30]. Comparing the LO vs. NLO calculations for
the charged-current charm-production structure functions
(e.g., FW−

2c ) indicates that the NLO corrections are gener-
ally relatively mild, especially in the large-x region of rele-175

vance to the measurements discussed in this study [35, 36].
This is similar to the situation for Monte Carlo-generated
x, Q, η, and pT distributions for NC DIS charm pro-
duction, which suggest no substantive differences in the
shapes of these distributions between LO and NLO accu-180

racy [37]. Thus, NLO corrections should not significantly
impact the present analysis, and we reserve a more de-
tailed examination of the higher-order correction effects
to future work.

A. Detector response parametrization185

The basic requirements for a collider-detector experi-
ment at the EIC have been established in order to explore
the impact of possible detector choices on the realization
of physics goals [38]. The baseline EIC detector consists of
an inner charged particle tracking system, an electromag-190

netic calorimeter, a particle-identification (PID) system,
and a hadronic calorimeter. The PID system is envisioned
to yield at least 3σ separation of π±, K±, and p± for mo-
menta between 1− 50 GeV, depending on η. Electron
identification will primarily be achieved using the electro-195

magnetic calorimeter. A dedicated muon system has not
been excluded, but is not specified in the baseline.

We use the Delphes package [39] to obtain a parame-
terized simulation of detector response. We show in Ta-
ble I the parameterization of momentum, energy, and im-200

pact parameter resolution used as input for Delphes. All
simulated systems provide full azimuthal coverage. The
inner tracker is immersed in a 1.5 T solenoidal magnetic
field.

The tracking efficiency at the EIC is expected to be205

close to unity with negligible fake rate, given the low event
multiplicity and the proposed use of redundant low-mass
silicon pixel detectors [38]. We incorporate a conservative
estimate of tracking inefficiency of 1–5% depending on the
η region, which is also shown in Table I.210

B. Jet kinematics

Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm [40]
and R=1.0 as implemented in Fastjet [41]. The choice
of R= 1.0 follows the HERA experiments, which showed
this minimized hadronization corrections [42]. Jets are215

defined both “at the generator level” and at the “recon-
structed level”; the input for the generator level are final-
state particles in Pythia8 (excluding neutrinos), whereas
the input for the reconstructed level are particle-flow ob-
jects from Delphes. Reconstructed jets are matched220

to generated jets with an angular distance selection of
∆R =

√
(φgenjet − φrecojet )2 + (ηgenjet − ηrecojet )2 < 0.5 (half the

radius parameter). The requirement that an electron-
proton collision produce a reconstructed jet within the
tracking fiducial region, |η| < 3.0, is 95% efficient on CC225

DIS events.
Figure 2 shows the kinematics2 of charm jets, which lie

prominently at low angles to the positive z-axis (η ≈ 1.3)
with momenta of p ≈ 15 GeV. However, a significant
fraction of jets are produced at even shallower angles up230

to η ≈ 3; accounting for the large radius parameter of
these jets, this implies that efficient reconstruction and
tagging of charm jets will require tracking and calorimeter
coverage out to η = 3.5−4.0, consistent with the baseline
EIC detector described above.235

The inclusive and charm-jet pT cross sections are shown
in Figure 3. The ratio of charm-to-inclusive cross section
is about 3.5% at pT =10 GeV and it decreases to less than
0.5% at 40 GeV. The jet pT is correlated with x, so this

2 We follow the HERA convention to define the coordinate system:
the z-direction is defined along the beam axis and the electron
beam goes towards negative z. The polar angle θ is defined with
respect to the proton direction.
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Tracking resolution
[−1.0, 1.0] 0.5% ⊕ 0.05%×p
1.0 < |η| < 2.5 1.0% ⊕ 0.05%×p
2.5 < |η| < 3.5 2.0% ⊕ 0.01%×p

Track Impact Parameter Resolution
Parameter Resolution [µm]
d0 20
z0 20

Charged Particle Tracking Efficiency [%]
η pT = [0.1, 1.0] GeV pT > 1.0 GeV

[−3.5,−2.5] 95 97
[−2.5,−1.5] 96 98
[−1.5, 1.5] 97 99
[1.5, 2.5] 96 98
[2.5, 3.5] 95 97

Electromagnetic Calorimeter
(E > 0.2 GeV)

η Resolution [%]
[−4.0,−2.0]

√
E × (2.0)⊕ E × (1.0)

[−2.0,−1.0]
√
E × (7.0)⊕ E × (1.0)

[−1.0, 1.0]
√
E × (10.0)⊕ E × (1.0)

[1.0, 4.0]
√
E × (12.0)⊕ E × (2.0)

Hadronic Calorimeter
(E > 0.4 GeV)

η Resolution [%]
[−4.0,−1.0]

√
E × (50.0)⊕ E × (10.0)

[−1.0, 1.0]
√
E × (100.0)⊕ E × (10.0)

[1.0, 4.0]
√
E × (50.0)⊕ E × (10.0)

PID performance
K±, π± ≥ 3σ separation in the range
[−4.0,−1.0] up to 10 GeV
[−1.0, 1.0] up to 6 GeV
[1.0, 4.0] up to 50 GeV
e±, π± ≥ 2.4σ separation (rejection factor 100)
µ±, π± ≥ 2σ separation

Table I. Tracking momentum and impact parameter resolu-
tion, tracking efficiency, calorimetry resolution, and PID per-
formance that are used as input for Delphes fast simulations.
These parameters are partially based on Ref. [38].

decrease reflects the faster drop of the strange PDF with240

respect to the valence quark PDFs.
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Figure 2. The kinematics (momentum, p, and polar angle, θ,
with respect to the direction of the hadron beam) of generated
charm jets in CC DIS with Q2 > 100 GeV2. The jets are
clustered with the anti-kT algorithm with R = 1.0.

C. Event selection, jet and missing-energy
performance

Following HERA measurements [19], the tagging of
charged-current DIS events is obtained requiring large245

missing-transverse energy (Emiss
T ), which is defined as the

magnitude of the vector sum of the transverse momenta
of all Delphes particle-flow objects. It is defined at the
generator level in a similar way but using all stable gen-
erated particles, or equivalently, by neutrinos.250

Figure 4 shows the Emiss
T performance obtained with

the baseline parameters. The relative Emiss
T resolution

ranges from 20% (23%) at 10 GeV to 6% (11%) at 40
GeV, defined with a Gaussian fit (standard deviation).
The difference between the relative resolutions obtained255

with a Gaussian fit and the standard deviation reflect the
tails of the response, which primarily come from losses
due to thresholds in tracking and calorimetry.

The relative jet pT resolution ranges from 18% (21%)
at 10 GeV to 7% (12%) at 40 GeV, defined with a Gaus-260

sian fit (standard deviation). We have studied what hap-
pens to jets and Emiss

T in the case that the hadronic
calorimeter provides less or no coverage in the barrel re-
gion (|η| < 1.0), such as in the BEAST [43] or JLEIC [44]
detector designs. This leads to a significant and asym-265

metric tail in the jet and Emiss
T response. That feature

would complicate future unfolding procedures as well as
background rejection for photoproduction and NC DIS.
Our results agree with Page et al. [26], who reported that
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Figure 3. Inclusive and charm-jet production in charged-
current DIS at generator level. The jets are reconstructed
with the anti-kT algorithm with R = 1.0.

the lack of barrel hadronic calorimeter leads to a severe270

degradation of jet performance.
We use the Jacquet-Blondel method [45] to reconstruct

the event kinematics: the event inelasticity is recon-
structed as: yJB =

∑
i(Ei − pz,i)/Ee, where the sum

runs over all particles in the event (particle-flow ob-275

jects) and Ee is the electron beam energy; the transfer-
momentum squared is Q2

JB = (Emiss
T )2/(1 − yJB) and

Bjorken x is xJB = Q2
JB/syJB , where s = 4EeEp and

Ee (Ep) is the energy of the electron (proton) beam. We
compute the “bin-survival probability” defined as pi =280 (
N i

gen −N i
out)/(N

i
gen −N i

out +N i
in

)
, where Ngen is the

number of events generated in a bin i; Nout is the num-
ber of events generated in bin i but reconstructed in bin
j 6= i; and Nin is the number of events generated in a bin
j 6= i but reconstructed in bin i.285

Figure 5 shows the two-dimensional bin-survival prob-
ability, which are about 70% or better for a large region
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Figure 4. Missing-transverse energy (Emiss
T ) response matrix

for charged-current DIS events. The missing energy is recon-
structed using Delphes particle-flow objects.
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Figure 5. Bin survival probability obtained using the Jacquet-
Blondel method in charged-current DIS events.

at high Q2 and x. Similar results were presented by As-
chenauer et al. [30] using the BEAST detector design pa-
rameters. This level of bin-survival probability would en-290

able a controlled unfolding procedure in two dimensions
(x and Q2 or x and pjetT ). In this work, we focus on one-
dimensional distributions (either x, or the pjetT spectrum)
and leave detailed unfolding studies for future work.

We select events with Emiss
T > 10 GeV. From our sim-295

ulation of CC DIS events with a reconstructed fiducial
jet, this requirement is 87% efficient; we find it to be 75%
efficient on events that contain a reconstructed, truth-
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matched charm jet. Background from photo-production
and NC DIS is suppressed by the Emiss

T selection and can300

be further suppressed by topological cuts, far-forward tag-
ging of electrons, and kinematic constrains, as was done
by the HERA experiments [19]. In the following, we as-
sume that these backgrounds are negligible.

III. CHARM JET TAGGING305

A. Displaced Track Counting

After jet reconstruction and Emiss
T selection, we use

a charm-jet tagging algorithm that employs the count-
ing of high-impact-parameter tracks. The cτ of charm
hadrons varies between about 0.2-0.5mm [46], and, for310

typical charm jets produced at EIC energies, this results
in flight lengths of up to a few millimeters from the inter-
action point. The decay of the charm hadron can result
in one or more tracks whose impact parameter is signifi-
cantly displaced from the interaction point.315

We match tracks to a jet and compute the distance
of closest approach to the interaction point in the x − y
plane (d0) and along the z-axis (z0). The 3-D im-
pact parameter significance is then defined as IP3D =√

(d0/σd0
)2 + (z0/σz0)2. We assume a resolution of σz0 =320

σd0
= 20µm. The signed impact parameter, sIP3D

(Fig. 6), is obtained by multiplying IP3D with the sign of
the product ~pj · ~rtrack, where ~pj is the parent jet momen-
tum and ~rtrack is a vector that points from the interaction
point to the point of closest approach on the track.325

A basic optimization of the tagger parameters was per-
formed by maximizing the Punzi figure of merit [47] for
a target integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 and a goal of
separating light from charm jets at 5σ significance. This
leads to the requirements of ≥ 2 tracks, each of which sat-330

isfies ptrackT > 1.0 GeV; sIP3D > 3.75; and |d0| < 3mm. A
jet meeting these criteria is referred to as “tagged.” This
approach selects both long-lived charm and bottom jets.
An example of such a charm-tagged jet is shown in Fig. 7.

The tagging efficiency is defined by identifying all jets335

matched in the simulation to either a bottom hadron,
charm hadron, or light hadron (in that hierarchy), and
then determining the number relative to each population
that additionally pass the tagging requirement. The per-
formance is summarized in Fig. 8. For charm jets with340

pjetT > 10 GeV, this basic approach leads to charm-jet effi-
ciencies ranging between 10-25% and light-jet efficiencies
between (1− 3)× 10−5.

As an example of the effect of detector performance on
charm-jet tagging efficiency, we degrade the impact pa-345

rameter resolution along the z axis from 20 µm to 100 µm.
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Figure 6. Signed impact parameter significance, sIP3D, prob-
ability distribution for light and charm jets.

Figure 7. A pair of event displays of a single CC DIS event
simulated with Pythia8 and reconstructed with Delphes. A
reconstructed jet is represented as a yellow cone; blue bars are
hadronic calorimeter energy deposits, and red bars are electro-
magnetic calorimeter energy deposits. Tracks are indicated by
blue lines; the yellow-highlighted tracks originate from a dis-
placed decay vertex. The zoomed-in view shows high-impact-
parameter tracks in the jet originating from displaced vertices.
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Figure 8. Jet tagging efficiency for light- and charm jets as
a function of the jet pT. The high-impact parameter track-
counting approach is used to obtain these results.

We then re-optimize the tagging approach, holding the
light-jet efficiency constant at ≈ 1×10−5 (the nominal op-
timized value), to see if compensation for the degradation
is possible by re-tuning the requirements on the hyperpa-350

rameters. The average charm tagging efficiency, with re-
optimization, degrades from 12% to 9.4% while maintain-
ing the same light-jet efficiency. The re-optimization gen-
erally maintains all hyper-parameter requirements except
that on the minimum flight significance, which is loosened355

to maintain background rejection and signal efficiency as
the flight significance distribution is diluted by the in-
creased resolution. This change in performance represents
a 22% loss in charm-jet tagged yield as a result of this
degradation of z0 resolution. If we additionally degrade360

the d0 resolution to 100µm, we observe a further dilution-
induced loosening of the flight significance requirement
and a corresponding decline in re-optimized tagging ef-
ficiency to 8.0% (for the same light-jet efficiency). This
would represent an overall loss of 34% of tagged charm365

jets from the baseline scenario.

We also assessed a more optimistic scenario in which
the tracking system permits an improved impact param-
eter resolution, σd0 = σz0 = 10µm, over the EIC baseline.
A re-optimization under this case results in maintaining370

the threshold for the minimum number of high-impact
tracks as well as the track pT threshold, while tightening
the threshold on sIP3D to 7σ. This yields about the same
light-jet efficiency while increasing charm-jet efficiency to
12.6%, a 5% gain.375

B. Single-Track PID Jet-Tagging Approaches

Dedicated PID approaches are anticipated as part of
the baseline EIC detector. For example, calorimeter-only
methodologies (ECAL/HCAL) can be used to separate
electrons from pions or other hadrons, as well as us-380

ing responses from other sub-components like Cherenkov,
preshower, or transition-radiation detectors. An addi-
tional dedicated muon system could be employed to sep-
arate muons especially from pions; a Cherenkov radiation
detector could be used to separate kaons from pions. We385

considered the potential of such systems for charm-jet tag-
ging.

We studied the impact on charm jet tagging if we em-
ployed searches in jets for single, high-impact parameter,
well-identified kaons, muons, or electrons. Since about390

88% of actual charm jets reconstructed in the detector
simulation are untagged by the approach in Section IIIA,
we explored the additional tagging efficiency that might
be recovered.

We consider only tracks with pT > 1 GeV and with395

sIP3D ≥ 3. We emulate a future PID approach or sys-
tem by selecting true charged kaons, electrons, pions,
or muons contained in a reconstructed jet and applying
the following conservative efficiencies/mis-identification
rates:400

• 90% kaon identification efficiency and a 0.44% pion
mis-identification rate (3σ kaon-pion separation).
This is consistent with the EIC detector baseline.

• 90% electron identification efficiency and a 2% pion
mis-identification rate; this corresponds to a rejec-405

tion factor of 50 for pions, or a 2.4σ electron-pion
separation.

• 95% muon identification efficiency and a 5.4% pion
mis-identification rate (2σ muon-pion separation).

Using these approaches, and using the charm jets un-410

tagged by the sIP3D approach, we found an additional
2% charm-jet tagging efficiency gain using just electrons;
an additional 3% efficiency gain using just muons; and
an additional 9% efficiency gain using just kaons. Com-
bining all three in a logical "OR" resulted in tagging415

an additional 15% of charm jets previously un-tagged by
the track-counting approach. Using all methods together
brought the total charm-jet tagging efficiency to 26%. We
note that we did not optimize the hyperparameters (track
momentum, sIP3D) for this PID-based study, but picked420

reasonable values given the kinematics involved in these
events.
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The caveat is that these single-track PID approaches
brought a significant increase in background from light-
jet contamination. The mis-tagging rate of light jets using425

the described methods to select single electrons, muons,
or kaons was 4 × 10−4, 5 × 10−4, and 2 × 10−3, respec-
tively. These are 1-2 orders of magnitude worse than the
light-jet contamination levels from the track-counting ap-
proach. This indicates the need to improve and optimize430

approaches relying on single-track PID (e.g., combining
single-track information together into a multivariate dis-
criminant). It also suggests that significantly lower PID
performance than employed here would lead to even more
challenging background levels from such approaches.435

IV. SENSITIVITY TO STRANGENESS

At leading order in αs, final-state charm production in
CC DIS is driven by the flavor excitation process shown-
nin Fig. 1, in which an initial-state (anti)strange quark
absorbs a W∓ boson to excite (anti)charm [35]. For440

this reason, leading-order charm jet production has di-
rect sensitivity to the proton’s strange-quark content. In
the present analysis, we examine the event-level impact
of varying the input strangeness within a set of extremal
bounds determined within the CT18 global fit [48].445

A. Theory inputs: extreme Rs scenarios

As a proxy for different behaviors of the light-quark
sea, we extremize inputs for the high-x behavior of the
strange suppression factor, defined in Eq. (1). This quan-
tity has in general received significant attention, as it450

quantifies the extent to which hadronic-scale QCD in-
teractions lead to the violation of the flavor symmetry
commonly assumed in the earliest PDF analyses, i.e.,
s = s̄ = ū = d̄. Historically, PDF fits assumed a sup-
pressed intrinsic strangeness by fixing Rs = 0.5, such455

that the x dependence of the proton’s s-PDF was en-
tirely determined by that of the ū, d̄ anti-quark PDFs. As
noted in Sec. I, such choices have primarily been made
given the sparsity of data with direct sensitivity to nu-
cleon strangeness, including semi-inclusive kaon produc-460

tion and dimuon production in neutrino-nucleus DIS. In
fact, even modern PDF fits that exclude this latter data,
including CJ15, do not actively fit nucleon strangeness,
instead taking Rs = κ = 0.4 [50].

At the same time, an independent strange component465

of the nucleon wave function has long been the subject
of modeling efforts in nonperturbative QCD [18, 51–53],
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Figure 9. To gauge the event-level sensitivity of charm-jet
production, we perform simulations with two extreme inputs
for the behavior of the strangeness suppression ratio, Rs, as
defined in Eq. (1), taken from the recent CT18 NNLO global
PDF analysis [48]. The upper panel corresponds to a LM scan
over values of Rs at high x= 0.1 in the primary CT18 base-
line fit, while the lower panel was obtained for the alternative
CT18Z fit, which included the ATLAS 7 TeV W/Z data [49],
in addition to a number of other modifications. In both panels,
the PDF scale is the factorization scale, Q = µ = 1.5 GeV.
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lattice studies [54, 55], and dedicated global PDF analy-
ses [6, 56]. For these reasons, as well as the importance
of detailed knowledge of the nucleon sea’s flavor struc-470

ture for precision phenomenology at hadron colliders like
the LHC, PDF fitting efforts like the CTEQ-TEA (CT)
Collaboration have had a sustained interest in the con-
straints high-energy data place on s(x,Q) and Rs(x,Q).
The most recent iteration of PDF fits developed within475

the CT global analysis framework — CT18 — were re-
cently released in Ref. [48]. This latest fit examined im-
plications of the recent LHC Run-1 data for the s-PDF,
which extended the sensitivity of the global data set be-
yond that driven by the legacy data included in older fits;480

among these legacy data are the fixed-target neutrino DIS
experiments such as CCFR [8] and NuTeV [57], which still
provide the dominant PDF pulls in the strange sector.

A particular subtlety explored in Ref. [48] is the the-
oretical description of the recent ATLAS 7 TeV W/Z485

production data [49], which generally prefer an enlarged
strange PDF and comparatively larger value of Rs. For
instance, at more intermediate x = 0.023 and Q2 =
1.9 GeV2, the ATLAS collaboration reported a value of
Rs = 1.13± 0.05(exp)± 0.02(mod)+0.01

−0.06(par) based upon490

an internal fit, suggesting unsuppressed strangeness along
the lines of the earlier 2012 ATLAS result [14]. The pref-
erence of the ATLAS W/Z data for enlarged strangeness
was confirmed by the CT18 global analysis as well as other
recent studies [58–60]. A detailed discussion of these data495

and challenges associated with their theoretical descrip-
tion is presented in App. A of Ref. [48]. Ultimately, the
ATLAS 7 TeV data were not treated in the CT18 main
fit, but rather in an alternative fit, CT18Z, which included
these data in addition to several other alternate choices500

for theory settings and data set selections.
This brings us to the central question of this analysis:

can high-precision charm-tagged data obtained from CC
DIS jet production at the EIC help resolve the still am-
biguous size and x dependence of the strange-quark sea?505

If possible, the EIC would then play a pivotal role via
the charm-jet CC DIS channel in navigating the appar-
ent tensions between the pulls of the νA DIS and W/Z
hadroproduction data on Rs and nucleon strangeness. For
the present feasibility study, we explore this question by510

examining the event-level discriminating power of CC DIS
jet simulations upon widely-separated theory inputs for
Rs. Given the especially strong resolving power of CC
DIS jet measurements at high x, we therefore examine
whether such hypothetical data might be sensitive to two515

extreme sets for different behavior of Rs at x = 0.1 near
the nonperturbative starting scale. We note that the cur-
rent study concentrates on total strangeness; in CT18,
which took s= s̄, this is therefore 2s=s+s̄. In principle,
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Figure 10. A comparison of two cases: Rs = 2s/(u+d) = 0.325
(CT18 NNLO with suppressed strangeness) and Rs = 0.863
(CT18Z NNLO with enhanced strangeness). The gray band
indicates the expected statistical error on the reconstructed
and tagged charm jet pT (top), Bjorken x (middle), and xJB

(bottom) spectrum in 100 fb−1 of data. The blue points in-
dicate the relative difference in expected yields between the
enhanced and suppressed strangeness cases, 1 + (N0.863 −
N0.325)/N0.325.
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an EIC with positron beams could provide an advanta-520

geous setting to test s 6= s̄. We leave this question to
future work.

Among the most robust techniques for exploring the
constraints and allowed ranged for specific PDFs in a
global analysis is the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) technique
[61]. This method proceeds by constraining a PDF to
maintain a given numerical value while refitting the other
tunable parameters within a global fit. By continuously
varying the chosen PDF away from its fitted value, it
is then possible to quantify the corresponding variation
in χ2 for the full fit as well as individual data sets. In
Fig. 9, we plot the result of this procedure as explored
in Ref. [48] for Rs at x = 0.1 and Q = 1.5 GeV. Based
upon the LM scans over Rs shown in this figure, we select
two extreme PDF sets: one associated with strongly sup-
pressed nucleon strangeness (i.e., small Rs < 0.5), iden-
tified with the extreme leftmost boundary of the upper
LM scan obtained under CT18 in Fig. 9; and one associ-
ated with relatively unsuppressed strange (Rs∼1), corre-
sponding to the rightmost boundary of the lower LM scan
based on CT18Z. We therefore examine at what level CC
DIS charm jets can discriminate two theory/PDF inputs;
namely, PDFs corresponding to

Rs = 0.325 (CT18, suppressed strange)

Rs = 0.863 (CT18Z, enhanced strange) (2)

B. Event-level sensitivity of charm-jet production

For the rest of this paper, we employ only the high-
impact parameter track-counting jet-tagging approach525

(Sec. IIIA), to maintain charm-jet purity while sacrific-
ing overall statistical precision. We believe this offers a
reasonable, if still conservative, baseline for estimating
sensitivity to the physics of interest: intrinsic strangeness
in the proton.530

The EIC beam configuration studied here is expected
to result in O(1000) events in 100 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity after charm tagging. We show in Fig. 10
the expected precision of the tagged charm-jet spectrum.
Across much of the jet pT region, or indeed as a func-535

tion of xJB or true Bjorken x, such uncertainties would
be at the level of 10%. This is likely conservatively over-
estimated, since we have demonstrated that it’s possible
to enhance charm tagging efficiency with modest addi-
tional effort (e.g., single-track PID), even while we have540

neglected other experimental effects (triggers, knowledge
of the jet energy scale, etc.) in this study. This sta-
tistical uncertainty is to be compared to the range of
variation in knowledge of the strangeness PDF from the

two scenarios outlined earlier: suppressed and enhanced545

strangeness contributions (the statistical uncertainties are
derived from the suppressed scenario, making them addi-
tionally conservative). There is strong evidence that the
use of charm-tagged jets at EIC will provide new con-
straints on the strangeness PDF and should be part of a550

global analysis of strangeness within the EIC program.
The charm-jet yields described above do not include

contributions from gluon-initiated processes, which is not
simulated in PYTHIA8. Gluon-initiated background
was also estimated to be small in the recent ZEUS mea-555

surement [23] and is expected to be even smaller at the
EIC (with its larger x reach); so, we neglect these back-
grounds in the present study. In the electron-proton chan-
nel, the background from sea-d quarks can be safely ne-
glected. Although we neglect these backgrounds for this560

study, we recognize that at a future EIC detector experi-
ment these will have to be quantified, characterized, and
subtracted in order to interpret the data.

In addition to the beam energies discussed here, we
have also explored lower-energy configurations (e.g., 10×565

100 GeV electron-on-proton). As expected, the charm jet
yields decline strongly due to decreasing production cross
section combined with lower jet pT. At such energies, the
expected charm-jet yield is O(10− 100) events.

We have also explored kinematics that will be avail-570

able at the EIC for nuclear beams. The per-nucleon en-
ergy of the nuclear beams is reduced by a factor of Z/A,
which is about 0.4-0.5 for most nuclei considered at EIC.
As discussed above, lower energies leads to a rapid de-
cline in the expected statistics, so we consider the highest575

center-of-mass energy can be reached for nuclear beams,
which is 110 GeV per-nucleon and a 18 GeV beam electron
(center-of-mass energy of about 90 GeV). While the cross
sections for hard processes in electron-nucleus collisions
gets enhanced by a factor of A, the expected luminosity580

for nuclear beams is approximately a factor A smaller,
which leads to similar expected rates. The higher elec-
tron energy (18 GeV instead of 10 GeV) comes at the cost
of reduced luminosity due to power limitations, which is
roughly a factor of 5 [34]. Thus, the expected statistical585

uncertainty for nuclear beams is expected to be roughly a
factor of

√
5 larger than our nominal studies 3, for equal

running time. We thus conclude that the prospects for CC
DIS charm-jet studies with nuclear beams are promising.

3 Note that the lower hadron energy leads to a less boosted kine-
matics with respect to what we show in Fig. 2. Given that
the hadronic final state at mid-rapidity increases [25], the role
of the barrel hadronic calorimeter in the Emiss

T measurements is
enhanced with respect to the higher hadron beam configuration.
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Figure 11. Projected statistical precision on the spin-
asymmetry measurement, assuming the polarization of each
beam is 70%.

CC DIS measurements with nuclear beams would yield590

additional flavour sensitivity, for example by using deu-
terium or helium-3 beams, or to study nuclear effects with
heavier nuclei. Given that preliminary studies of heavy
ion LHCW/Z production suggest an enhanced strange for
the nuclear as well as the proton PDFs, the EIC’s ability595

to explore a variety of nuclear beams could prove illumi-
nating [60, 62]. This would allow us to test the flavour
dependence of anti-shadowing and EMC effects, which re-
mains an open question (see Refs. [3, 63–72]). We reserve
these studies for future work.600

The measured percent error on the spin asymmetry (A)
is estimated [24], as a function of the yield of events (N)
and the polarization of each beam (Pe, Pp), to go as

δA/A ≈ 1

Pp

(
1

2
N(1 + Pe)

)− 1
2

(3)

The projected precision on charm-jet spin asymmetries is
shown in Fig. 11. Recent work by Borsa et al. [73] showed605

that jet production in polarized NC DIS, which they cal-
culated to NNLO accuracy, is sensitive to quark helicity.
When extended to CC DIS, those results could be com-
pared with the precision we estimate to gauge the sensi-
tivity to strange helicity.610

Reaching sensitivity to the nucleon’s strange helicity
content is likely to require a long-term campaign at the
EIC, probably requiring an integrated luminosity on the
order of 500 fb−1, for asymmetries at the 1%-level. How-
ever, there are several ways in which one could aim at in-615

creasing the sensitivity. First, our estimate for charm-jet

efficiency is rather conservative, and could be improved
to at least the level of modern charm-taggers in collider
experiments such as the LHC that routinely yield 20–
50% [74]. We have also demonstrated the basic gains620

and challenges that can be expected from the use of dis-
placed leptons and kaons from the charm-meson decays.
A mature multivariate analysis would combine all the in-
formation including displaced tracks, PID, leptons, and
topological (e.g., secondary vertex) information.625

A complementary way to increment the statistical
power of this channel is to lower the Q2 cut. Given
that the cross section decreases as 1/Q4, a relaxing of
the selection of > 100 GeV2 to > 50 GeV2 would in-
crement the yield substantially and gain sensitivity at630

lower-x, which further reduces the light-flavor jet back-
ground from valence quarks. The challenges associated
with measuring low-Q2 charged-current DIS are manifold,
including rejection to backgrounds from photo-production
and misidentified neutral-current DIS, as well as increased635

background from gluon-initiated processes. While most
HERA studies imposed a selection onQ2 > 200 GeV2 [19],
studies by Aschenauer et al. [30] showed that a lower limit
of Q2 > 100 GeV2 is feasible at the EIC. Future dedicated
studies should explore the limit on low Q2, which most640

likely will demand highly hermetic detector systems with
low thresholds.

V. DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we summarize the main detector re-
quirements to measure charm-jets in charged-current DIS:645

• The reconstruction of charm jets with large radius
parameter (R = 1.0) requires tracking and calorime-
ter coverage extending in the positive-z direction
out to at least η = 3.5− 4.0 (Fig. 2). A high track-
ing efficiency will be essential to reconstruct and tag650

these jets.

• Given the jet kinematics (Fig. 2) are centered
around the barrel-endcap transition region of a typ-
ical collider detector, the dead-areas, material bud-
get, and geometry have to be optimized to avoid655

drastically degrading the detector performance for
these jets. An example of a design that achieved
this is given by the ZEUS calorimeter [75].

• As jet production is typically in the forward direc-
tion and at lower angles to the hadron beam di-660

rection, vertex or impact parameter resolution in
both the x − y plane and along the z direction
will be essential to flavor-tagging approaches such
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as those described here. Significant degradation of
resolution beyond the baseline of 20 µm is observed665

to cause significant loss of charm-tagged jet yields
for a fixed light-jet efficiency. We also note that
a simple optimization of tagging hyper-parameters
tended to prefer track momentum thresholds down
to 0.75 GeV, illustrating the need to have high ef-670

ficiency for low-momentum tracks even for the pur-
pose of selecting signal jets.

• We explored the use of single-track PID to enhance
charm-jet tagging performance. While we saw sig-
nificant gains in charm-jet efficiency using baseline675

EIC detector PID guidance, or reasonable assump-
tions where such guidance was not present (e.g.,
electrons and muons), we also saw significant in-
creases in light-jet mis-tagging rates. This suggests
that optimization and multi-variable approaches are680

necessary to include such single tracks in a larger ap-
proach to charm-jet tagging. It also suggests, how-
ever, that assuming worse PID efficiency and mis-
identification scenarios than we employed here will
only increase the challenge of using such informa-685

tion in a future EIC detector. Dedicated PID sys-
tem coverage and detector granularity will need to
extend well into the forward region, defined above,
given the size of the jets.

• This work implies the need for an hermetic detector,690

with full calorimetry coverage to reach as low a Q2

(corresponding to low Emiss
T ) as possible, while en-

suring background suppression to photo-production
and NC DIS. This also demands low thresholds for
both tracking and calorimetry, as well as calorime-695

try resolution (the tracking resolution is subdomi-
nant). One example of the importance of hermetic-
ity and its impact on jet resolution will be the trig-
ger; while we did not explore trigger algorithms in
this work, an Emiss

T -based CC DIS trigger algorithm700

will benefit from strong coverage and finer granular-
ity, as any trigger decisions will necessarily use lower
resolution than is available in a fully-calibrated of-
fline environment. The efficiency of the Emiss

T re-
quirement (Sec. II C) is sufficiently below unity that705

degrading this resolution further has strong impli-
cations for potential trigger efficiency.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have explored the experimental feasibility of charm-
jet cross-section measurements in charged-current DIS at710

the future Electron-Ion Collider. We use parametrized

detector simulations with the Delphes package with
baseline parameters for the EIC detectors. We es-
timated the performance of an high-impact-parameter
track-counting algorithm to tag charm jets. We also ex-715

plored the potential of particle identification to incre-
ment tagging efficiency. Our feasibility studies suggest
that the prospects for constraining unpolarized nucleon
strangeness are rather promising in this channel, while
the strange helicity is more demanding yet likely feasible720

in the long-term. These goals represent a challenge that
demands high luminosity as well as a well-designed EIC
detector with good capabilities for measuring displaced
vertices, particle ID, jets, and missing-transverse energy.
As such, it represents a robust platform on which to in-725

form the design of the EIC detectors.
The charm-tagging performance studies advanced in

this work have the potential to extend the rapidly emerg-
ing field of jet studies for the future EIC [25–29, 73, 76–
110]. In particular, charm-jet tagging approaches could730

be applied to neutral current boson-gluon fusion (e.g.,
see pp. 289 of Ref. [111]) or photo-production processes.
Exploiting CC DIS charm-jet measurements to constrain
the nucleon’s quark-gluon structure will also require con-
tinued advances in precision QCD and global analyses in735

order to ensure the stability of the eventual PDF extrac-
tions we envision.

CODE AVAILABILITY

The Delphes configuration file for the EIC general-
purpose detector used in this work can be found in:740

https://github.com/miguelignacio/delphes_EIC
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